In this paper, we investigate the document categorization task with statistical language models. Our study mainly focuses on categorization of documents in agglutinative languages. Due to the productive morphology of agglutinative languages, the number of word forms encountered in naturally occurring text is very large. From the language modeling perspective, a large vocabulary results in serious data sparseness problems. In order to cope with this drawback, previous studies in various application areas suggest modified language models based on different morphological units. It is reported that performance improvements can be achieved with these modified language models. In our document categorization experiments, we use standard word form based language models as well as other modified language models based on root words, root words and part-of-speech information, truncated word forms and character sequences. Additionally, to find an optimum parameter set, multiple tests are carried out with different language model orders and smoothing methods. Similar to previous studies on other tasks, our experimental results on categorization of Turkish documents reveal that applying linguistic preprocessing steps for language modeling provides improvements over standard language models to some extent. However, it is also observed that similar level of performance improvements can also be acquired by simpler character level or truncated word form models which are language independent.
Introduction
During past decades, the proliferation of documents accessible in digital form boosts the need for information retrieval related tasks. One of the challenging information retrieval problems is document categorization which is basically the task of assigning a document to one or more of the predefined set of categories. The document categorization term sometimes referred as text/document classification a .
Document classification has found many application areas such as document filtering (e.g. spam filtering), document indexing based on a controlled vocabulary, document organization, identification of topic or language, and word sense disambiguation. Also some applications combine document classification and other methods. For example, speech can be categorized by means of text categorization performed after speech recognition.
Similarly, multi-media document categorization can be done by analyzing the textual captions in the document.
Although the history of document classification goes back to 1960s, the field gained its outstanding status in 80s and 90s. While automatic document classification systems of these years were generally rule based systems built by knowledge and domain experts, a shift occurred towards machine learning based approaches in the beginning of 90s. The state of the art document classification techniques rely on both machine learning and information retrieval paradigms. Generally, automatic document classification systems are implemented by supervised machine learning techniques where a set of hand-labeled documents must be supplied for teaching algorithms how to classify a new document. Some of the most popular techniques are Naïve Bayes classifiers, decision trees, Support Vector Machines (SVM), Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), multi-variate regression models and k-nearest neighborhood classifiers (kNN). Sebastiani 1 gives a comprehensive review of automatic document categorization. Naïve Bayes technique is frequently applied in classification tasks because of its simplicity and relatively high accuracy. Despite of its oversimplified assumptions, it is shown that Naïve Bayes can achieve superior results among others [2] [3] [4] .
Briefly, Naïve Bayes assumes that each term (word) is independent from others, which means the document is processed as a bag-of-words where the order of the words is not taken into account. If the contexts of the words are incorporated into the classification process, Naïve Bayes functions very similar to n-gram models. This similarity emerged the recent idea of using n-gram based statistical language models in text categorization 5 .
Even though statistical language models was first used by the speech recognition community 6 , a number of various applications like information retrieval 7 , machine translation 8 , part-of-speech tagging 9 and parsing 10 benefit from the advantages of statistical language models. Language models have the ability to assign a concrete probability to a sequence of utterances such as words, letters or syllables. This basic language modeling property appeal researchers from many fields, even from bioinformatics 11 . Choosing statistical language models as a classifier presents some advantages for document classification.
As all machine learning algorithms need a formal representation of the samples (documents in this context), a feature selection phase is essential before classification. In this phase, according to their representational and discriminative properties, some terms are selected to build a feature space on which the classification algorithms can work. This stage is an important initial step which can affect not only the learning process but also the efficiency of classification. Unfortunately, feature selection process often depends on the task and the language. A number of preprocessing efforts like stop-word removal and stemming are language dependent. Furthermore, different applications require different choice of features; for example text genre identification tasks look for linguistic patterns whereas topic spotting tasks generally work with bag-of-words. Statistical language models eliminate the feature selection process since the features are selected implicitly. Additionally, a wide number of researches on advanced smoothing methods provide eligibility for language models over traditional methods in text classification.
The main motivation of our work is investigating and improving the performance of statistical language model based document categorization for agglutinative languages. Even though there exists an extensive literature on text classification, the exploitation of statistical language models in text classification is a recent research topic 5 . In this study, Peng et al. obtained the state of the art results with Naïve Bayes classifiers augmented with statistical language models. Owing to the vocabulary explosion in agglutinative languages, statistical language models for these languages suffer from data sparseness problem. In previous works on other application areas excluding text classification, various language model modifications are offered for better modeling of the agglutinative structure, and considerable improvements are achieved. We aim to evaluate and improve the performance of the text classification in agglutinative languages with modified language models proposed in prior studies. Also, the effect of the document length on classification success is evaluated in the scope of our work. The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives brief information about related works. Section 3 describes the basics of statistical language models while Section 4 gives the details of statistical language model based text categorization. Section 5 introduces problematic issues of language modeling for agglutinative languages. The modifications to language models are explained in Section 6. The experiments and related results are presented in Section 7. Finally, we evaluate the results and draw some conclusions in Section 8.
Related Work
For text classification, n-grams are used in many ways. The most common approach is considering n-gram phrases as terms during feature selection process prior to classification [12] [13] [14] . But, the implementation of statistical language models in its traditional fashion, which is assigning a probability to a sequence of words, is first applied by augmenting the Naïve Bayes classifier with statistical language models 19 . 29 analyze the effect of stemming as a pre-processing step when centroid classification algorithm and support vector classifier are applied in Turkish document classification tasks. They conclude that roots consisting only consonants can achieve the highest performance for the cases where the representational term vector cardinality should be small.
Statistical Language Models
Statistical language models define probability distributions on word sequences. By using a language model, one can compute the probability of a sentence S 
This means that the probability of any word sequence can be calculated by decomposition using the chain rule, but usually due to sparseness, most terms above would be zero, therefore n-gram approximations are used. N-gram models predict the probability of a word from the previous N-1 words by using Markov assumption. The most intuitive way to estimate the n-gram probabilities is maximum likelihood estimation which is simply counting word occurrences in the corpus and calculating the relative frequency:
However, some of the word sequences have zero counts because every corpus is limited and cannot contain all legal word sequences in the language. Also, zero probabilities assigned to unseen word sequences in the corpus cause any sentence S containing even one of those unseen word sequences get P(S)=0 for the whole sentence. For these reasons, some of the probability mass from observed word sequences is distributed over zero counts, which is called smoothing. A good comparison of simple and advanced smoothing techniques can be found in 30, 31 . . The correct way of evaluating the performance of a language model is evaluating the total performance of the application after embedding it in the application 39 .
Employing such an evaluation scheme can be burdensome for many applications, so perplexity is frequently used as a language model evaluation measure. However, the results in our work are presented by means of document categorization performance scores instead of representing the perplexities of the related language models.
Text Categorization with Statistical Language Models
Text categorization can be defined as assigning a document DC that maps documents to classes must be generated by using a training procedure. It is very common to use probabilistic models focused on finding the class c that maximizes the probability P(c i |d j ), which can be re-written as in Eq. (4) by the help of Bayes rule:
Since the probability P(d j ) is constant for a specific document d j , the probability of P(d j ) can be ignored and 
The choice of statistical language models for estimating P(d j |c i ) presents a number of advantages against other ML techniques. The elimination of feature engineering is the most apparent one. Typically, vector space model is used as data representation where each document is represented by a high-dimensional vector of word counts or binary flags for the existence of the corresponding words in that document 40 . The selection of the words constituting the representation space is implemented by an external effort which may be subjective. On the other hand, statistical language models calculate the contribution of each unit (word or n-gram) to the model and perform selection according to the importance of the words implicitly. Classification with unigram language models using Laplace smoothing functions almost the same as Naïve Bayes classification 5 . However, choosing the language model order higher than one increases the ability to model longer contexts which capture the discriminative properties of word order. Additionally, statistical language models can benefit from more efficient smoothing methods for unseen words (or word sequences) as described in previous section. Chen and Goodman 31 points out that the performance of Laplace smoothing is outperformed by many advanced smoothing methods. In a recent work about Naïve Bayes based text classification, it is shown that improved smoothing techniques yields better and more stable performance than Laplace smoothing 41 .
Issues with Statistical Language Modeling for Agglutinative Languages
In agglutinative languages such as Turkish, Finnish, Hungarian and Estonian, words are formed by concatenation of morphemes extensively. Due to the rich morphological structure, the number of word forms that can be encountered in natural text is very large than other languages. For instance, it is reported that in a 10M word corpora of English and Turkish, the number of distinct English word forms is 97,734 whereas the number of Turkish word forms is 417,775 9 . The productive derivational and inflectional suffixations of Turkish allows generation of more than one million legitimate word forms from only one Turkish root word 42 . Even in some cases, just one word form may convey the equivalent semantic information of a whole English phrase, clause or sentence. Below is a popular (but exaggerated) example which demonstrates the complex morphological process of Turkish 43 :
uygarlaştıramayabileceklerimizdenmişsinizcesine uygar+laş+tır+ama+yabil+ecek+ler+imiz+den+miş+siniz+cesine "(behaving) as if you were one of those whom we might not be able to civilize''
As another example, the list in Table 1 shows the word forms of the root word "futbol" (football) encountered in the corpora, along with their unigram counts b . It is noted that a single Turkish verb root can have around 40,000 forms excluding the derivational suffixes 44 . Similarly, a Finnish verb may have 12,000
forms whereas a Finnish noun may have 2,000 forms because of the highly inflected Finnish morphology 20 .
b Only first 10 of the total 42 word forms are included in the table because of space limitations. Table 1 . Some example data set observations of the word forms whose root are "futbol"
Word forms
From the point of view of statistical language modeling, the large number of distinct word forms, i.e. vocabulary size, causes significant data sparseness problems. The large vocabulary size not only necessitates larger training sets for better statistical modeling but also lead to estimate much more parameters even for small order language models.
Language Model Modifications
In order to alleviate the data sparseness drawback posed by morphology, a number of studies propose several modifications over language modeling. Although the application areas of these studies are varying, they all achieve to have remarkable levels of improvements when they incorporate the underlying morphology in the model. Arısoy et al. 45 investigate alternative language modeling units like "stems and endings", "stems and morphemes", and "syllables", instead of "words" in speech recognition tasks. A recent work which splits words into their stems and suffix components results in a significant perplexity reduction in Turkish language modeling 46 . Since some morphemes carry long distance dependencies in Turkish sentences, language models based on units comprising word stem and its last inflectional morpheme group 9, 47 , yield better results than word form based models in machine translation 48 .
Similarly, information retrieval and indexing tasks also suffer from the unlimited vocabulary properties of agglutinative languages. The problem is generally tackled by stemming approach [49] [50] [51] .
One of the targets in this work is the classification performance evaluation of the modified language models proposed for different tasks in previous studies. The basic model is classifying texts with statistical language models based on word forms where standard language models are trained without any language dependent information. This model will construct a baseline for future evaluations of classification performance with different language model types.
Our next language model type utilizes only root words in training, similar to previous efforts 45, 46 . In most of the languages, roots of the word forms are obtained by basic suffix stripping stemmers such as Porter Stemmer for English 52 . However, having root words from word forms is a non-trivial task for Turkish. A morphological analyzer should be used to get root words as well as other morphological features. Moreover, morphological disambiguation must be applied as the next step since roughly 50% of the morphological analyzer output is ambiguous. We have used a two-level morphological analyzer 53 and a statistical morphological disambiguation tool based on 9 .
In our dataset, the total number of distinct word forms is 68,420, whereas the total number of distinct root words is 23,739 after morphological analysis and disambiguation. This means approximately 65% reduction in the vocabulary size of the language models. The part-of-speech tag may help discriminating some synonymous word roots (e.g. ara+Verb (to search) and ara+Noun (distance/space)) in some cases 54 . So, another type of language model, which is based on part-of-speech (POS) tags being attached to root words, is included in our evaluation scheme. Language model modifications mentioned above require language dependent tools. Thus, language independency advantage, being one of the most useful properties of language model based document classification method, vanishes. To mitigate this disadvantage, language independent methods are investigated for getting root words from word forms. So, another type of language model is suggested based on the fact that average root word length is 4.03 letters in Turkish 55 . This approach is basically inspired from an information retrieval oriented work 51 .
According to this
FirstFLetters model, first F (F=3,..,7) letters are truncated from the beginning of every word form so that a convergence can be maintained to the root word based models by evading any language specific process. Recently, it has been shown that using truncated words in indexing rather than the actual root words produced by a sophisticated stemmer simply improves the system effectiveness of search engines 51 . A similar truncating approach is also suggested for rapid and feasible Turkish information retrieval system 50 .
Lastly, character level language models are incorporated into our study. This type of language model uses character sequences as the base unit instead of words. Although no study on Turkish language modeling applies character based fashion, it has been shown that character level language model classifiers are able to acquire high levels of accuracy in English, Japanese and Chinese texts 5 . Particularly, this approach is well suited for the languages suffer from word segmentation problems, such as Chinese and Japanese. Nevertheless, it has been shown that even for Western languages like English and Greek, character level language model classification can also perform higher classification performance than word level models 19 .
With this motivation, character level language model types are also participated in our tests. It is noteworthy to point out that our previous model which just truncates the first F character of the word form is completely different with the character level models. For example, the first 3 character trigram language model run on first 3 character truncated version of the word forms, but it still operates on word level. However, a character level trigram language model should be thought as a 3 character width sliding window moving on all characters constituting the word forms (also whitespaces). Table 2 shows base unit examples of a trigram sequence for the language models mentioned in this section.
Experiments

Data set
We have generated a new data set from scratch by processing the news broadcasted by Anadolu Agency, the national news agency of Turkey c . A similar dataset from the same source was used in a previous work 27 , but the dataset is not publicly available. The agency provides news in eight different categories listed in Table 3 .
The dataset is composed of 20,000 downloaded documents that are evenly distributed among categories. These files are cleaned up from HTML tags and parsed to get useful information on the page. The final data set c http://www.aa.com.tr
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Copyright: the authorscontains 2,500 news documents per category, each stored in separate XML files d . Sample file content is given in Fig. 1 . Although some meta data such as broadcast date and time are available for our documents, the classification is accomplished only on the basis of endogenous knowledge which means the knowledge extracted from the documents. 
Experimental results
In order to have a fair evaluation, 10-fold crossvalidation technique is used where the complete dataset is randomly divided in 10 parts. The usual train and test processes run 10 times; at each step, 9 parts are used for training and the testing is done on the remaining fold. SRILM toolkit 56 is used for training language models.
We have conducted experiments with different language model orders (n=1,…,5) and smoothing methods to find an optimum parameter set. To maintain the comparability of our results with previous studies on classification with statistical language models, the classification results are given in terms of F 1 score, which is the harmonic mean of precision and recall. However, please note that F 1 is not a golden metric for all kinds of applications since the importance of recall and precision rates are not equal for various applications. For instance, spam filtering is a text classification task in which mistakenly classifying a legitimate mail as spam is a much more severe error than classifying a spam mail as legitimate. In this case, it would not be an appropriate solution to optimize an algorithm by using F 1 metric where recall and precision rates have equal weights. The multi-class classification performance is represented by macro F 1 measure computed by averaging the F 1 score over individual confusion … uçağın yapıla açıkla … Character level …u ç a ğ ı n d a # y a p t ı ğ ı # a ç ı k l a m a d a … matrices from each category 1 . Table 5 shows results for the baseline (word form) system. The classification performances with each smoothing method are represented in two columns; average macro F 1 scores are given in the first column and standard deviations are shown in the next column. Please note that, the performance of the unigram (n=1) language model using Laplace smoothing (denoted by the bold characters in the table) is approximately e the Naïve Bayes classifier performance.
For a better visual presentation, results are depicted in Fig. 2 . Although the best classification performance is obtained by the language models with Good-Turing smoothing and n=3,4,5; it will be reasonable to use trigram (n=3) models instead of higher order language models for the sake of simplicity. From the figure, apart from Kneser-Ney smoothing where n=1, the Laplace smoothing is outperformed by all other smoothing methods considered in this work. Furthermore, having larger context (n>1) slightly contributes to the performance. Even with this baseline system, it can be said that ngram based classification is able to achieve significant progress over Naïve Bayes method with the advantage of better smoothing methods and ability to process longer regularities in the text.
In a previous news classification effort on a very small Turkish news data set including only 25 documents, it is reported that Naïve Bayes achieves 0.76 accuracy 28 . However, in our study, which is carried out on a relatively larger data set, the Naïve Bayes performance is computed as 0.7268.
e Because the feature selection process is not automatic and subject to change
On the other hand, from the point of view of performance comparison between Naïve Bayes classifiers in Turkish and other languages like English, results on Turkish word form based text categorization shows that it fails to reach the accuracy on English. Peng et al. 5 states that their unigram n-gram classifier with laplace smoothing has 0.8493 accuracy on classification of English 20 newsgroup data set containing 19,974 documents. This important performance difference (approximately 14%) reflects the negative effects of the large vocabulary size in Turkish. However, the gap between Turkish and English classification performance shrinks to some extent when high order n-grams with advanced smoothing methods are employed. The best performing word-level F 1 -score on English is 0.8822 5 whereas it is calculated as 0.7852 on Turkish side. Classification with trigram language models trained on root word units with Good-Turing smoothing can acquire 0.8198 F 1 -score which is slightly better than 0.8140, the SVM performance with stemming on 1000 Turkish news documents splitted in 5 categories 29 .
In root+POS model, it was expected that POS information could contribute to the overall performance by the help of the discriminative property of POS information for homograph root words. On the contrary, experimental results show no progress (even some reductions) for all smoothing methods (Fig. 4) .
In our work, we have carried out some tests with the FirstFLetter models which make use of the truncated first F letters of the words as base units. Fig. 5 shows how different smoothing techniques affect the classification performance. For a further investigation on F parameter, we have conducted additional tests where F{3,…,7} and the results are presented in Fig.  6 . The best performing smoothing method for F=4 is Good-Turing, so it is fixed for all other tests. As the results indicate, FirstFLetter truncation models are able to achieve a classification performance close to root based models. The only exception of that finding is the case where F= 3, which is probably too short for discrimination. Consistently with the previous experimental results, no specific improvement is observed where n > 3. Finally, the results of the classification tests performed with character level language models are depicted in Fig. 7 . A comparison between figures demonstrating classification performances of character level and word level models shows that character level language models can get classification accuracies comparable to word level models. Moreover, as character level language models are trained on word forms, language independency can be preserved without any loss in performance. From the point of view of smoothing impact on character level language model efficiency, no significant gain is observed with any method. This situation may be appropriately explained by the appearance of all possible regularities in the training data due to the extremely small vocabulary size (the number of distinct characters). In that case, all smoothing methods tend to calculate similar probability distributions for unseen sequences, so no clear disparity can be measured among them.
Performance comparisons of different language model types
In this section, we discuss an overall overview of experimental results and a comparative assessment of modified language models. We have used five different language model types for Turkish text classification: word form based, root word based, root word and POS tag based, first F character truncated word form based and character based language models. Each experiment aims to optimize at least two parameters: smoothing method and language model order. Almost all of the experiment outcomes share some common characteristics. For example, except for the character level models, no substantial progress can be observed where language model order is greater than three (n>3). Thus, similar to other applications like speech recognition and machine translation, the selection of the language model order parameter n as 3 is shown to be suitable for text classification purposes. Another generalized outcome of the test results can be stated as the success of Good-Turing method over other smoothing methods. Language models using GoodTuring smoothing technique outperformed others whereas, in the character level case, Witten-Bell smoothing mechanism achieves slightly better accuracy than the Good-Turing and others.
The classification performances of all language model types considered in this study are consolidated in Table 6 and visualized in Fig. 8 , with their best performing (optimized) parameters. For character based language model, the highest classification performance is measured where n is 4. As it can be drawn from the figure, highest performance is attained by the root and character based methods for n>3. In any case, all of the language model types outperform our baseline Naïve Bayes method for n > 1.
Effect of document length in classification performance
The effect of document length on the classification performance is also studied as a part of this work. It can be claimed that texts containing long and/or many sentences may possess more information which can guide classification algorithms work better. In that case, classifying longer documents should get superior performance than of shorter documents. Fig. 9 presents the document length histogram of the data set. Here, the length of the documents are measured in words (tokens).
Fig. 9. Document length histogram in data set
The document length versus classification performance tests carried out by root based trigram language models with Good-Turing smoothing applied. As the graph illustrates in Fig. 10 , the document length doesn't have a significant effect on performance. The sharp performance falls for both short (length<20) and long (length>80) documents are mainly caused by the insufficienct number of documents in those length ranges (see Fig. 9 ). It is also the main reason for the salient standard deviation jumps seen on the left and right sides of the figure. 
Conclusions
In this work, we investigated the performance of document categorization with standard and modified language models for agglutinative languages. We evaluated the effects of five different language models on classification performance while three of them were suggested to overcome data sparseness problems in other application areas. Our tests are carried on a large Turkish data set; however the results can be extended to other agglutinative languages easily. One of the results derived from our experiments reveals that statistical language model based text classifiers can outperform Naïve Bayes classifiers in Turkish document categorization task. Even word form based standard implementation of statistical language models can improve Naïve Bayes classification performance by approximately 8%, which is accomplished mainly because of advanced smoothing techniques and longer contexts. Moreover, our experimental outcomes show that root based n-gram classifiers can achieve 0.8192 F 1 -score in the categorization accuracy, though they require sophisticated language dependent tools for stemming. This means a 5.40% performance gain with respect to word form based language models. By a simple trick used in information retrieval tasks, almost same classification accuracy (F 1 -score is 0.8139) is accomplished with n-grams based on truncation of first 4 letters of the word forms. We eliminate the language specific requirements by this way. Although previous studies report the success of character level n-grams, we were expecting a performance deterioration of character based models for agglutinative languages. Contrary to expectations, character level language models perform reasonably well and ranked at the top with 0.8218 F 1 -score. Similar to previous studies on other applications, having root words as base units improves the document classification performance. However, same level of accuracy can be achieved by simpler models which do not need complex language dependent tools. So, we suggest that using character level or FirstFLetter truncation models can perform well on statistical language model based document categorization tasks for agglutinative languages and unlike previous efforts, there is no need to apply language dependent preprocessing step.
Also, we concern with the influence of document length on classification performance. Although longer documents are supposed to help improving the classification performance by containing more discriminative words, experiments show that the accuracy of the classification remains almost steady for documents at every length, except some ignorable statistically insignificant fluctuations.
Our future work includes a comparative study on classification of the same data set with other machine learning algorithms such as support vector machines, kNN and others. Since character level n-gram models are shown to be effective in text categorization, we plan to investigate their efficiency in information retrieval tasks for agglutinative languages.
